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Changes suggested in the course analysis of the previous course date:
Suggested changes:
(1) Treat some further parts of chapters 3 and 4 in a more cursory way,
(2) Add a few further explicit worked-out examples to illustrate the theoretical developments.
(3) Find better homework problems dealing with special relativity.
(4) Hand out detailed instructions about the project at an early stage.
(5) Increase the efforts for guaranteeing that students solve the homework problems individually.
(4) and (5) were fully implemented, and (1) and (3) to a large extent. (2) was implemented by e.g. the "robot"
example for nonholonomic constraints, but including further examples is desirable.

Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected in other ways, it
should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented on.
The course works well and the (few) students were largely satisfied. One student would have liked to get faster feedback on
the homeworks and project; this can however hardly be done without increasing the time allocated to the teachers.

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.
Discuss a few further concrete examples in the lectures; possibly present the "robot" example already when non-holonomic
constraints are discussed for the first time.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific course.

